
perfusion imaging by dual-isotope simultaneous acquisition
techniques could reduce camera imaging time, the total
time that a patient is in an imaging facility and errors
induced by image misalignment. Simultaneously acquired
dual-isotope rest @Â°â€˜Tl/stress@Tc-sestamibistudies are
being evaluated for clinical use in some centers (24). Sep
arate acquisition dual-isotope techniques have also been
evaluated clinically (25,26). For simultaneous acquisition,
20111 is administered prior to exercise and @â€˜@Tc-sestamibi

is administered at peak exercise. Imaging is performed
after exercise with one simultaneous acquisition using the
20111 (rest images) and @â€œ@Tc(stress images) photon energy
windows. A potential problem with this technique is the

@Tcdownscatter into the @Â°â€˜Tlwindow which could re
sult in the partial loss of rest image defects. Also, size
differences between @â€œTcand @Â°@Tlrepresentations of the
same defect have been reported in clinical studies (17). An
understanding of these defect size differences would be
crucial to evaluating the dual-isotope technique.

In this study, we evaluate the differences between defect
sizes and myocardium-to-defect count ratios in @Tcand
201T1single- and dual-isotope cardiac phantom studies,
evaluate dual-isotope myocardial defect recognition in car
diac phantoms and provide examples of dual-isotope car
diac phantom SPEC!' images with attenuating media and
background activity.

METhODS

Simultaneoushjacquired dual.4sotope @1T@@cSPECT stud
ies were performedusingcardiacand thoracicphantomsto
evaluate the dual-isotopemyocardialperfusiontechnique. Car
diac phantom images representing infarction,viable myocar
diumandvariouslevelsof ischemiawereanalyzed.Studieswith
and withoutattenuating media were performed,and myocardi
um-to-defect count ratios and defect sizes from dual-isotope
SPECT Images were compared to myocardium-to-defectcount
ratios and defect @zesfrom SIngis-ISOtOPe(2OFfl@ @rc)
SPECTimages.Dual-isotopestudiesalsowere interpretedqual
itativaly.Studies withbackgroundactivitysimulatingdinicalcon
dffionswere performedand interpretedqualftatively.Myocardi
urn-to-defectcount ratiosfromboth @â€œTcand @Â°i1w@ similar
in singla-isotopeand dual-isotopeSPECT images. Thallium-201
and @â€˜1cdefect sizes were decreased Slightly(mean Â±s.d.,
1.0 Â±1.7cc for201@fl@ 0.7 Â±1.0cc forÂ°@Tc)on dualstudies
when compared to single studies but were not statisticallysig
nificant Dual-isotope im@e simulations of normal, ischemic and
infarctedand visbis myocardiumwere correctlyidentifiedby
experienced clinicians in 95% of the cases (21/22). Simulta
neous dual-isotope @Â°1Tl/Â°@TcSPECT imaging of cardiac
phantoms produced images that had similar myocardium-to
defectcountratiosto thoseproducedusingSingle-ISOtopetech
niques and were correctly evaluated on qualitativeanalysis.
Changes in defeot size related to dual-isotope imaging were
minimal and not qualftativsiyimportant.
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yocardial perfusion imaging using @Tc-sestamibi
and 201'fl can accurately detect coronary artery disease
when used in standard protocols (1â€”13).Studies comparing
the two radiopharmaceuticals have revealed similar sensi
tivities and specificities for the detection ofcoronazy artery
disease (13â€”21).Image quality differences between the two
radiopharmaceuticals have been reported (423). Now
that both agents are in common clinical use, techniques are
being developed to help streamline the studies. Myocardial
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Phantom Preparation
Two thoracic phantoms (Data Spectrum Corp., Hilisborough,

NC) containinga cardiacphantomwere used. PhantomA was an
ellipticalthoracicphantom(31cmby 22cm)with a volumeof 10.2
liters,whichwas filledwithwater duringscans obtainedfor eval
uation of attenuation. Phantom B (Fig. 1) had a volume of 6420 ml
with lungs in place and had a posterior solid TeflonÂ®column to
simulate the thoracic spine (3.8 cm in diameter). The right and left
lungs contained 1180 ml and 885 ml and had styrofoam beads
within them which displaced 800 ml and 615 ml respectively.
Water containing a uniform concentration of radionucide was
addedto the lungs andthoraciccavity for scans using phantomB.

The cardiac phantom had a myocardialvolume of 120ml that
surrounded a central cavity. Three myocardial defects were used.

A small defect had a total displacement volume of 4.9 ml and
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1. Technetium..99mfilledmyocardiumwith water in the defect
(infarct-single agent).

2. Thallium-201filled myocardiumwith water in the defect
(infarct-singleagent).

3. Technetium-99mand20â€•flfilled myocardiumwith no defect
(normal).

4. Thallium-201and @â€œTcfilledmyocardiumwithwaterin the
defect (infarct-dual agent).

5.Technetium-99mand@Â°â€˜Tlfilledmyocardiumwith201'flonly
in the defect (severe ischemia).

6. Technetium-99m and 2o'@flfilled myocardium with 20'fl and
one-third of the myocardial @â€œTcactivity in the defect
(moderateischemia).

7. Technetium-99mand20â€•flfilledmyocardiumwith201@fland
two-thirdsof the myocardial @â€œTcactivity in the defect
(minimalischemia).

8. Technetium-99mand20â€•flfilledmyocardiumwith 20â€•flin
the defect at one-halfof the myocardial @Â°â€˜Tlactivity (viable
myocardium).

The last two phantomacquisitionswere performedusingphan
tornB. One of these studies used @â€œTcand 201'flfilled myocar
dium with water in the defect (infarct)and the other used @mTc
and 2o'@flfilledmyocardiumwith 2oâ€•fland 66%of the myocardial

@â€œTcactivityin the defect (minimalischemia).

Imaging Techniques
The data were acquired on a Trionix Triad 88 (Trionix Re

search Laboratories, Inc., Twinsburg, OH) triple-head SPECT
scanner. The scans were configured to approximate the conditions
of patientscans. Simultaneous,dual-energywindow settingswere
used foreach camera.The firstenergywindow was 15%(FWHM)
wide (129â€”151keY) andset symmetricallyover the 140-keVpeak
of @Tc.The second window was 30% (FWHM) wide (59â€”81
keV) and set asymmetricallyover the 201'flx-ray prominence
centered approximately at 70 keV. When dual-energy window
scanswereacquired,thedata fromeachwindowwerebinnedinto
separate frames for each projection angle. As with the typical
patient scans, the gantry rotationwas for 120 degrees, thus pro
vidinga full360degreesof data becauseall three headscollected
data. Gantryrotationwas of the step-and-shootmethod, pausing
for images each 3 degrees of rotation. Each head collected 40
views per energy window during the 120 degrees of rotation. The
images were acquired into 128 x 128, 2 byte, unsigned short
integerframes.The zoom factorwas 1.0andproducedpixels with
dimensionsof3.56 x 3.56 mmwithinthe projectiondata.The data
for each energywindow for each stop were kept separateto allow
for reconstructionof the @â€œTcand the @Â°â€˜Tlacquisitions sepa
rately. The phantomwas scannedwith a noncirculargantryorbit,
which had a minor axis (antero-posteriordirection) radiusof ap
proximately 14.0â€”14.5cm and a major axis radius of approxi
mately16.0â€”16.5cm. A LEUR(lowenergy,ultra-highresolution)
collimator was used. The total scan time was varied to produce
projectionsetswithapproximatelythesametotalcountsaswould
be encountered with patient studies, based on the amounts of
radioactivityplaced in the various phantomchambers.Generally,
approximately13sec were used per stop for 40 stops for a total
scan time of 520 sec.

The phantom was centered on the camera's axis of rotation.
The phantomhas a mountingbracketwhichallowsfor precise
relocation from one scan set to the next. Positioning was facili
tated with the use of a ceiling-mountedlaser. The phantomwas
positionedin the same locationthroughoutall the scan sets.
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FiGURE 1. ThoraxphantomB (A)thsassembisdand(B)assem
bledwithlungbeads inplace.

contained 2.6 ml of fluid. A medium defect had a total displace
mentvolume of9.5 ml andcontained5.8 mloffluid. A largedefect
had a total displacementvolume of 19.2 ml andcontained 11.8 ml
of fluid.Thedefectswereplacedabout2.5 cm fromthe apexof
the phantom in similarpositions.

Radioactivityconcentrationswere chosen to mimicthe known
myocardialuptake of 20â€•fland @Tc-sestamibi(3%and 1.1%of
the injected dose respectively) (5,27). Injected doses of 4.0 mCi
(148MBq) of 2o'@fland 17.0mCi (629MBq) of @â€œTc-sestamibi
were used as a basis for myocardialdose calculation.To minimize
acquisition time, activity concentrations threefold higher than
known myocardial uptake were used in phantom A studies. Water
was used to fillthe myocardialdefect if no activitywas desired. In
preparingphantomB, lungand backgroundactivitywas prepared
to mimic the roughly2:1 myocardium-to-lungand 2:1 myocardi
urn-to-background count ratios that are generally reported
(5,9,22,27). For accurate activity counting with a multichannel
analyzer, 1-2-mI solution samples were removed from the struc
tures in phantomB.

Thirty-sixdifferentphantom studies were performedand the
decay-corrected activity concentrations are shown in Table 1. The
first 34 acquisitionswere performedwith andwithout attenuating
media (two acquisitions were performedwith attenuatingmedia
only) using phantom A and included the following radioactivity
distributions(theclinicalsituationsmimickedare showninparen
theses):
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ActMtyActivftyCount ratioCountratioThorax
A Studies Regions @â€œ1c@Â°@Tl@â€˜Tc@@Â°@Tl@

TABLE I
ActMtyConcentrationsandCountRatios

Singleagent'@
Dstecte

Smallno attn
attn

Mediumno attn
attn

Largeno attn
attnmyoc/defect

myoc/defect
myoc/defect
myoc/defect
myoc/defect
myoc/defect5.5i@

5.3/0
5.2/0
5.310
5.OiO
4.9/05.0/0

5.0/0
5.0/0
4.9i0
5.0/0
4.9/02.94

2.93
3.33
3.12
3.88
3.362.73

2.62
3.21
2.80
3.71

3.08Dual

agents
Normalattn
Dofects@

Smal no attn
attn

Mediumno atb@
attn

Largeno attn
attnmyoc/defect

myoc/defect
myoc/defect
myoc/defect
myoc/defect
myoc/defect
myoc/defect5.7/5.7

5.610
5.4/0
5.2i0
5.@1O
5.110
4.9i04.8/4.8

5.3/0
5.2/0
5.2/0
4.9i0
52/0
5.2/01

.05

2.84
2.96
3.24
2.82
3.26
3.981.01

2.60
2.53
2.51
2.96
2.82

3.63De@ots

@ m@
mediumnoattn
attn

Defecte(8ev@
Mediumattnmyoc/defect

myoc/defect

myoc/defect5.3/0

5.6/0

4.6104.4/2.3

4.4/2.3

4.8/4.83.15

3.02

3.011.79

2.51

1.16Dofe@s

(mod @ch)
Smal no attn

attn
Medkimno attn

attn
Largeno attn

attnmyoc/detect

myoc/defect
myoc/defect
myoc/defect
myoc/defect
myoc/defect5.2/1

.6
5.2/1 .6
5.1/1.7
4.9/1 .6
5.2/1.6
5.1/1.54.6/5.2

4.5/52
4.4/4.3
4.4/4.3
4.5/5.2
4.3/5.22.38

2.22
2.43
2.65
2.53
2.471.39

1.85
1.33
2.01
1.34

1.72Defects

(mmisch)
Small no attn

attn
Mediumno attn

attn
Largeno attn

attnmyoc/defect

myoc/defect
myoc/defect
myoc/defect
myoc/defect
myoc/defect5.1/2.7

5.1/2.6
4.6/3.1
4.7/3.2
5.1/2.5
5.1/2.442/5.1

4.1/5.1
4.4/4.6
4.4/4.6
3.9/5.1
3.8/5.12.06

2.22
@d@t

2.18
2.16
2.231.43

1.91
@d@t

1.89
1.30

1.77Thorax

B studies
Medium defect

Infarctmyoc/defect
myoc/chest
myoc/Rlung1

.8/0
0.47
0.531

.7/0
0.26
0213.15

2.57
1.851.77

2.04
2.22Medium

defect
Severeischemiamyoc/defect

rnyocithest
myoc/Rlung1

.611.0
0.40
0.461

.7/1.8
0.25
0.211

.41
2.42
1.770.87

1.93
2.28

â€¢Dataare forseparate acquisitIonsfor each isotope inthe singlestudies.
tNOdefects were foundbYthe s@edetaminatlon pro@wn.

Camera uniformity correction is automatically performed in
real time duringthe acquisition. Unfformitywasverifled each dayby
the acquisition ofa sheet source imagefor each gamma camera. The
center of rotation correction (COR) is optionally performed in real
time during acquisition. We chose to use this option during acqui
sitions. A uniqueset ofCOR values foreach camerawas calculated
on each day priorto the phantomscans. The CORoffset compen

sations and uniformity compensations were loaded into the acquisi
tionhardwarepriorto the scans.

Image Reconstruction
The imageswere reconstructedintosub-matricesof 32 x 32,64

x 64 or 128 x 128,dependingon the fieldof view requiredto
image particular structures. However, the same pixel size was
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always used (3.56 mm per pixel side). When the lungs were in
cluded, this largerfield of view made reconstructioninto a 128 x
128 array necessary. All image sets were reconstructed with a
generalizedHann filterwith a cutoff set to 1.0 cycles per cm. The
Nyquist frequency used for the selected acquisition parameters
was 1.40 cycles per cm. To lower noise without havingto choose
a smoother filtercutoff frequency, axial smoothingwas used with
weights of 1-2-1for smoothing over three slices and was done to
take advantageof counts acquired in adjacent slices, which are
sampled at less than the expected system resolution. The 128 x
128matrixsize used for the acquisitionscorrespondsto approxi
mately 3.56 mm per pixel size and provided some additional
smoothing without excessively reducing resolution. When oblique
angle images (long-axis and short-axis) were produced for a given
scan, one of the energy window's transverse images was manually
rotated in the transverse and sagittal planes to produce the amount
of rotation necessary. Manual rotation is performedby interac
tively producing the rotation based on a graphic representation of
the image and mouse-driven cursor (across which is spun and
centered using the mouse). The computer reports the numberof
degrees for each orientationthat the image set is rotated. These
numbers were recorded and used for the second energy window
rotationsby specifyingthe specific numberofdegrees to rotatethe
second energy window, producingexactly the same rotationsfor
both the @Tcand the @â€˜11images.

Data Analysis
Defectsizeswere determinedusingthe Trionixbull's-eyepro

gram, which produces a polar and rectangular histogram plot.
These calculations were not normalized. The piots were calcu
lated from the individualshort-axis image set. The resultingrect
angular plot image was saved and read into a locally written
programthat performed size calculations. The size calculations
were based on inputcoordinates individuallyselected to encom
pass an area minimally larger than the observed defects on each
separate acquisition. The program searched through the same
slice levels (as specified in the input coordinates) for an area
outside the defect boundary of the same size to determine the
mean counts/pixel, which was defined as the normalmyocardial
activity. The program then searched the input coordinate region
to locate any pixel with less than50%of the counts in the normal
area. These pixels were defined as the defect. Average counts.!
pixel in the defect were then calculated. For the dual-energy
studies, when thalliumwas in the defect and no thalliumdefect
was found by the program,average @Â°@Tlcounts were calculated
using the defect size determinedin the @â€œTcwindow.

Since the originalimage slice thickness was known (0.356 mm
per slice in any orientation),the programcould relate the rectan
gular projection's dimensions to original pixel dimensions. The
depth of the pixel rows was not directlyknown but was assumed
to be the differencebetween the outer and innercircumferenceof
the cardiac phantom. This assumptionis likely valid because the
defect sizes were determinedinphantomsthathadno background
activity. This depth dimension was determined visually by the
operator. Knowing defect depth andx andy dimensionsas deter
minedby the programon the rectangularregionin termsof pixels,
the volume of the defects could be calculated because pixel size
was known. This conversion would not be valid for defects near
the apex and therefore the defects were placed 2.5 cm from the
apex.

To test the variabilityof the size determinationmethod, two
single-isotope phantoms (one with @â€œTcand one with @Â°@Tlusing

the mediumsized defect) were imagedthree times serially, with
out alterationbetween acquisitions, and defect sizes were calcu
lated. Myocardium-to-defectcount ratios between single-isotope
and dual-isotope studies were compared. Ratios were corrected
for slightdifferencesin activity concentrationsthat hadoccurred.
Defectsizes for @Fcand @Â°@Tlacquisitions,between dual-and
single-isotopeacquisitionsfor each particular isotope, and be
tween studieswith and without attenuating media were compared.

For the two studies performedwith phantomB, myocardium
to-lung and myocardium-to-thoraxcount ratios were also ob
tamed. Regions of interest in lungs and background were drawn as
multiplepolygon regions and were averaged to obtain counts!
pixel.

For qualitative analysis, all dual acquisition images were for
matted in our institution's standard exercise!rest displays with
vertical long-axis, horizontal long-axis and short-axis views. The
imageswere then presentedto two experiencedobservers (REC,
MH) who evaluated the images for the presence of either infarct
or ischemia.

RESULTS

A summaryof thephantomcountratiodatais provided
in Table 1. A reduction of 10% (mean Â±s.d., 0.3 Â±0.5) in
the myocardium-to-defect count ratios for @Â°â€˜Tlwas seen in
the dual-isotope studies (@Tc and @Â°â€˜Tl;infarct) from the
values seen in the single studies. The count ratios for @â€œTc
in the dual-isotope studies showed a 2.0% (0.07 Â±0.4)
reduction from the values obtained in the single-isotope
studies. The three serial imaging studies to test defect size
measurement variability demonstrated that the defect size
measurement method had a standard deviation of Â±0.1cc
in @Tc(mean of 6.9 cc) and Â±0.5cc in @Â°â€˜Tl(mean of 7.25
cc) studies. Defect sizes (Table 2) measured on the @â€œTc
studies were larger than those on the â€˜Â°â€˜Tlstudies in dual
isotope (0.5 Â±1.5 cc) studies representing infarct but were
minimally smaller than @Â°@TIstudies on the single-isotope
studies (0.03 Â±1.0 cc) (Fig. 2). Defect sizes were smaller
on dual studies than on single studies when measured on
the @Â°@Tlstudies (1.0 Â±1.7 cc) and @â€˜9'cstudies (0.7 Â±1.0
cc) (Fig. 3). Attenuating media reduced @â€˜@Tcdefect sizes
in single-isotope studies (0.3 Â±2.0 cc) but increased defect
sizes in dual-isotope studies (0.7 Â±2.0 cc). Attenuating
media reduced the defect sizes measured on the @Â°@Tlstud
ies for both dual- (1.3 Â±3J cc) and single- (1.0 Â±0.5 cc)
isotope studies (Fig. 4). Confidence intervals (95%) for the
differences in defect sizes between dual studies and single
studies (1.0 Â±1.7 cc for @Â°â€˜TIand 0.7 Â±1.0 cc for @Tc)
were Â±1.8cc for 201T1and Â±1.0cc for @â€˜@â€˜Fc.The size
differences were therefore not significant. Other noted size
differences were similar in magnitude to the variability of
the defect size measuring method.

The sizes of defects in the moderate and minimal isch
emia studies were substantially reduced (2.5 Â±1.1 cc for
moderate ischemia and 4.4 Â±3.4 cc for minimal ischemia)
from the sizes in the dual-isotope infarct studies (Fig. 5).

Interpretation of the dual-isotope images (Figs. 6, 7)
using phantom A was uniformly correct in 19 of 20 studies.
The study not correctly identified was in the minimal isch
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Defectsize (cc)Defect size(cc)Thorax
A Studies @Â°@c@Â°ii

TABLE 2
DefectSizeComparison

emia category (medium defect), with attenuating media
present and the interpreters disagreeing on the presence of
ischemia. Images from phantom B were correctly inter
preted (2/2), but readers commented that the images had
less contrast than the studies in phantom A (Fig. 8).

3.7
3.8 DISCUSSION

7.1 Myocardial perfusion imaging studies using either @Tc
1@ sestainibi or @Â°â€˜Tl-cMorideare performed clinically and
15:4 their accuracy in evaluating coronary artery disease has

been well documented (1â€”13).Recently there has been
interest in performing simultaneously acquired dual-iso

3.0 tope rest @Â°â€˜Tl/stress@Tc-sestamibistudies to shorten
@ acquisition time and patient study time. Dual-isotope im

98 aging in one scan would reduce the potential for errors
15.5 induced by image misalignment and decrease patient dis
13.3 comfort from longer procedures. Clinical dual-isotope

studies are being performed in some centers and have
1.4 shown promise (24). The results of this cardiac phantom
4 4 evaluation provide support for clinical performance of du

. al-isotope studies and describe some of the potential ben

0 efits and limitations of the procedure.
No direct extrapolation can be made from the results of

this phantom study to clinical situations for several rea
9 sons. The cardiac phantom was stationary, whereas the

o@ lungsandheartaremovingintheclinicalsituation.The
0.5 small amount of dead space created by the wall material of
0 the defect in the cardiac phantom could overestimate de
0 feet contrast and cause studies representing ischemia to

appear to have partial infarction. However, to attempt to
0 represent the clinical situation as closely as possible, we
0 prepared both infarct and ischemia models in phantoms
0 that had attenuating media and background activity in the
0.1 thorax and lungs (phantom B). The cardiac images ac
0 quired with attenuating media and background activity
0 were noisier, had less contrast and had more artifacts than

A Single B Dual Isotope
Defect Size Defect Size Co@arison
sC C sC C C CTC
In
a a

1
1c' C c CT1 1@ C C OT1

C' C OTc r
d
i

(@ c@ OT1@

v@@ @Tc L@
a
r
g

@4@ @T1@

Single agent defects
Small no attn

attn
Mediumnoattn

attn
Largeno attn

attn

Dual agents defects (Infarct)
SmaNno attn

attn
MediUmno attn

attn
Largeno attn

attn

Defects(viebiemyo@
medkimno attn

attn
Defects (say lath)
Medium attn

Defects (modiech)
Small no attn

attn
Medium no attn

attn
Largeno attn

attn

Defects (mmlath)
SmaHno attn

attn
Mediumnoattn

attn
Large no attn
attn

3.1
4.8
7.7
7.0

18.0
14.0

4.3
4.9
6.6
7.8

17.2
14.3

5.2

7.1

4.9

2.7
3.6
3.6
4.9

12.9
9.3
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FiGURE2. Isotopedefectsize compari
sons between single- (A)and dual- (B) iso
tope studies.
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Dual vs . Single Isotope evaluatethe changesthat may occur betweensingle and
S C@ C C' C'DUa1 dual-acquisition studies. A 2.0% decrease in the @â€œFc

@ myocardium-to-defect count ratio was seen in the dual
1 . isotopestudies(phantomA: infarct) whencomparedto the
1@ @â€˜ C @Sing1a single-isotopestudy. Thaffium-201emitsa 135-keYgamma

ray with 2% abundance, which would be included in the
@9@cwindow. Our methods were not sensitive enough to

@ (â€˜@ cp@ (% (â€˜Dual evaluate the significance of such small changes, but it is
@ reasonable to assume that any contribution from this photon

@(4b (I@ (4 (â€˜Single to the total @Fc counts should increase myocardial counts

and thereby raise the myocardium-to-defect count ratio in
infarcts. Studies done with attenuating media showed a 5%

L@ â€¢@ @Dua1 increase in the @â€˜@Tcmyocardium-to-defect count ratio when
@ evaluated separately. Activity in the defect may have been

g moreseverelyreducedwhen attenuatingmediawere present
C V@@ @â€˜ @Sing1a@ the defects were in the inferior and lateral positions

and were therefore farther from the thoracic surface than
Du@ vi .@sin@]@ Isot@pe@1 were the areas sampled as normal myocardium.

@ The accurate differentiation of ischemic myocardium
@ from normal myocardium by the dual-isotope technique

1@@ C' C Single should not be hamperedby the dual-isotopeacquisition
technique. In single-day clinical @Fc-sestamibistudies,
rest activity is present when stress images are being eval

@ C, (@ (â€˜@C'Dual uatedanddoesnotappeartohamperaccurateinterpreta
d tionof ischemia(9,11). In ourstudy,we didnotpreparea

@ correlate for this situation, but the interpretation of simul
1TI(p@ (@ C' Cbsingla taneously acquired dual-isotope studies for the identifica

. tion of ischemia would not likely be altered by a 5% in

,â€˜@@ @Dua1 crease in the @Tc window (stress) counts. Also, any

@ addition to @Tccounts from the 135-keY @Â°â€˜Tlphoton
@ would occur equally in the myocardium and defect, be

a@ i@@ @@sing1. causewlTl would be present in both and should have no
effect on the myocardium-to-defect ratio.

The potential problem in dual-isotope imaging of @Tc
downscatter into the 2Â°'Tlwindow causing apparent filling
in of resting defects (and areas of infarct to be interpreted
as ischemia) has been evaluated clinically and appears to
produce only a small underestimation of resting defects
(24). In our study, the @Â°â€˜Tlmyocardium-to-defect count
ratio was reduced 10% in the dual-isotope studies (phan
tom A: infarct) when compared to the single-isotope stud
ies, and this reduction was presumably due to @Tcdown
scatter into the @Â°â€˜Tlwindow. Nevertheless, defects could

liotop.
LarQ@ Dfct

T@ #@

C C C@ â€˜@

A

Thalliuzn-201

With
Attenuating

Hedia
Present

B

Tc-99m
With
Attenuating
I@dia
Present

FiGURE3. Defects@ecompaÃ±sonbetweendual-andsingle
leotopestudyfor2O1@@@ @c(B).Alhadattenuatingmedia

the images acquired without background activity. An ex
ample of an artifact is the loss of counts in the inferior wall
of the thallium images (Fig. 8)when no defect was present.
This effect has been reported when @Â°@Tland @â€œTchave
been compared in clinical studies (28). Defect margins
(inferior regions) were also less distinct in the 2Â°'Tlimages
when attenuating media was present (Fig. 4, rows C and
D). Increased thickness of attenuating media (from the
inferior wall to the thoracic phantom's outer surface) likely
alters 201T1images more than @â€˜@Tcimages because of the
different photon energies. We note that our results are
appropriate only for the specific source configurations, col
limation, acquisition protocols and reconstruction proce
dures that were used. For example, a lower resolution
collimator or a different reconstruction filter possibly could
alter the magnitude of the effects we observed. It is for
these reasons that we selected collimators and reconstruc
tion parameters that were the same as the ones we use with
the triple-camera system for routine clinical studies.

Myocardial-to-defect count ratios were compared to

single
S11 Defect

AC C C C

1â€•BC

cC

DC

C C' Ciâ€•@@

2C C C@ â€˜@ ,@

FiGURE4. ComparIsonof defectsizesbetweenstudieswfth
(rows B and D) and wfthoutattenuating media (rows A and C).
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appeared to have subtle filling in of the rest image defect The myocardial-to-defect @Â°@Tlcount ratio in phantom
(Fig. 8), making it appear slightly smaller than the exercise B's representation of infarct was L77, whereas phantom
defect. This may represent @Tcdownscatter into the â€˜@Â°â€˜TlA's ratio in the representation of infarct (medium defect
window that was accentuated by background activity. with attenuation media) was 2.96 (Table 1). This difference
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FiGURE6. SImulatedvieble myocardiumwfth @c(A)and FiGURE7. Simulatedinfarctedmyocardlumwfth @Fc(A)and
20111 (B) images. Attenuating media present. @Â°i1(@) images. Attenuating media present.
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in short-axis, horizont@J long-axis and vertical long-axis
views. Therefore, subtle filling in of the rest image defects
was below the clinical threshold of the observers for the
identification of ischemia and is consistent with clinical
observations (24).

The differences in tissue accumulation of the two iso
topes in the peri-infarct or peri-ischemic regions may alter
the size representations of the isotopes in patient studies. If
201T1is more likely to accumulate in pen-infarct myocar
dium, 20111image defects may appear smaller than @Tc
defects. In clinical studies, it has been reported that @â€œ@â€˜Fc

\:@ t.) 0 0 0 U U L'@ sestamibiunderestimatesthe size of the defect in patients
@ with ischemia as compared to @Â°â€˜Tl,but the correlation is

L@ Li@@ (@ weak and occasionally defects were larger using sestamibi
@1 (17). Documenting the correct size of the ischemic region

B , d@ I would be needed. Further work may be needed to compare
_@ â€¢, . I thedefectsizesseenclinicallywithdual-isotopestudies

st*a@y1Infazct)?1-301(@St)@ whencomparedtosingle-agentdefectsizes.
I@ 1@' (@@@ Myocardialviabilitycouldalsobe assessedusingthe

dual-isotope technique and late redistribution imaging to
@ â€¢ . . -@ evaluate regions that appear infarcted on immediate images

. . . . c@@@@ . I shouldbepossible(29).Inthisstudy,wehaveshownthat
? defect activity levels of @Â°@â€˜flless than myocardial levels

c.;. c . â€˜:: â€˜@â€˜.c@@@@@ producedmyocardial-to-defectcountratioslowerthan
those of infarcted defects and were qualitatively identifi
able as ischemia rather than infarct (Fig. 6). Imaging at 24

@:â€˜ :â€˜ c@ C 0 0 (J L@@@@ needed should not be problematic because counts
@ from @Â°â€˜Tlshould be roughly 12-fold greater than those

â€˜.d@ U @* I.@' @:b Ct t@ 0 â€˜ from @Tc, and any contribution from @Tc would be

extremely small. Furthermore, rest-injection of thallium,
as it is performed in the dual-isotope technique, may have
a greater likelihood of demonstrating viable tissue when
imaged within the first 2 hr after injection than would
thallium that is injected during peak exercise and when no
reinjection is performed.

Defect activity concentrations of @â€œTcthat were one
third and two-thirds of the normal myocardial activity were
correctly identified in most cases (11/12) (Fig. 5). The one
study that did not have a uniform interpretation was a
study with two-thirds of the myocardial @Tcactivity in
the defect (attenuating media present). These two proto
cols were chosen in an attempt to mimic different levels of
myocardial wall involvement with ischemia or different
levels of obstruction to perfusion in clinical settings. The
defects were visually more subtle, and dramatic reductions
in defect size measurements were identified.

. .@ @:@@

L :@ z@;@ c @i@

FiGURE8. Simulatedinfarctedmyocardlumwfth@Â°@Fc(A)and
20111 (B) images in the presence of background actMty and attenu
sting media In phantom B.

CONCLUSIONS
Myocardial perfusion studies using simultaneously ac

quired dual-isotope rest @Â°111/stress@Fc-sestamibiimages
could save considerable patient study time and decrease
the risk of artifacts due to patient motion or misalignment.
We have shown that phantom images generated by the dual
isotope technique produce similar myocardium-to-defect
count ratios and defect sizes to those produced using single
isotope techniques. Defects representing infarct, viable myo
cardium, minimal ischemia, moderate ischemia and severe
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A's ratio in the representation of infarct (medium defect
with attenuation media) was 2.96 (Table 1). This difference
occurred even though the myocardial decay-corrected ac
tivity concentrations in both studies were almost the same
(1.6 and 1.7 pCi/ml in phantoms A and B respectively given
that the activity concentration in phantom A had been tripled
and acquisition time reduced accordingly). Restoration or
energy-dependent filters could possibly be developed to mm
imize the effect of downscatter of @â€˜1.'cphotons into the
20111window. However, the development and evaluation of
these approaches is beyond the scope of the present study.

Filling in of the rest defect was not visually apparent in
phantom A's representation of infarct when no background
activity was present (Fig. 7). The defect sizes measured
using 20111 alone (single-agent studies) were minimally
larger than those using @â€˜@Tcalone. The defect sizes mea
sured by 201@flwere smaller than those measured by @â€˜@â€˜Fc
in the dual studies. However, the differences were not
statistically significant and were similar in magnitude to the

variation seen in the size determination method. Small
differences in defect size as well as any @â€œTcdownscatter
into the 20111window potentially could cause the appear
ance of filling in of an infarct. However, the infarcts were
correctly identified (6/6) by the observers when presented
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tiallyprovide a very attractive means to
evaluate patients with known or sus
pected coronary artery disease. A @Â°â€˜11
dose is administered with the patient at
rest, and a @Tc-sestamthidose is then
given during peak exercise. Subsequent
dual-isotope imaging could simulta
neously provide images ofboth rest and

2006

appropriate background activity and attenuating media to
mimic clinical situations, defects representing infarct and
ischemia can also be identified.
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EDITORIAL

SimultaneousThallium-201/Technetium-99mDual-Isotope
CardiacSPECT: Readyfor PrimeTime?
Simul@ dual-isotope SPECT

myocardial perfusion imaging with
2o1@nand @Fc-sestami1,imaypoten
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stress perfusion distribution. Potential
clinical advantages of this approach are
substantial and multifold. Since only
one single SPECF acquisition is re
quired, patient throughput could be
doubled, substantially increasing the
cost-effectiveness of instrumentation
and personnel and increasing the satin
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